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Abstract. Semantic role theory is a widely used approach for verb
representation. Yet, there are multiple indications that semantic role
paradigm is necessary but not sufficient to cover all elements of verb
structure. We conducted a statistical analysis of semantic role repre-
sentation in VerbNet and FrameNet to provide empirical evidence of
insufficiency. The consequence of that is a hybrid role-scalar approach.
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1 Introduction

The semantic representation of verbs has a long history in linguistics. 50 years
ago the article “The case for case” [1] gave a start to semantic role theory that
is widely used for verb representation. Since semantic role theory is one of the
oldest constructs in linguistics, variety of resources with different sets of semantic
roles has been proposed.

There are three types of resources depending on the level of role set gran-
ularity. The first level is very specific with roles like “eater” for the verb eat
or “hitter” for the verb hit. The third level is very general with the range of
roles from only two proto-roles [2] to nine roles. The second level is located
between them and contains, to the best of our knowledge, from 10 to 50 roles
approximately.

This rough classification corresponds to the largest linguistic resources: Frame
Net [3], VerbNet [4] and PropBank [5] that belong to the first, second and third
type of resources accordingly. All of them use semantic role representation for
verbs and are combined in Unified Verb Index system1. They are used widely
in most advanced NLP and NLU tasks, such as semantic parsing and seman-
tic role labeling, question answering, information extraction, recognizing textual
entailment, and information extraction. Knowledge of semantic representation
and verb-argument structure is a key point for NLU systems and applications.

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 briefly introduces VerbNet and
FrameNet, the ideas underlying their construction and the main differences be-
tween them. Section 3 focuses on the basic statistical analysis of VerbNet and
FrameNet. Section 4 describes advanced statistical analysis that shows that the

1 http://verbs.colorado.edu/verb-index/
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role paradigm itself is necessary but not sufficient for proper representation of all
verbs. A hybrid role-scalar approach is presented in Section 5. The final Section
6 reports our concluding observations.

2 VerbNet and FrameNet as Linguistic Resources for
Analysis

VerbNet and FrameNet are the two most well-known resources where semantic
roles are used. PropBank which is considered as the third resource in the Unified
Verb Index, provides a semantic role representation for every verb in the Penn
TreeBank [6]. But we will not analyse it in this article since PropBank defines
semantic roles on a verb-by-verb basis, not making any higher generalizations2.
We will not use neither WordNet [7] for the analysis since this resource does not
have semantic role representation for verbs.

2.1 VerbNet

VerbNet (VN) is the largest domain-independent computational verb lexicon
currently available for English. In this paper we use the version 3.33 released in
June 2018. It contains 6791 verbs and provides semantic role representation for
all of them. VN 3.3 with 39 roles belongs to the second level of role set resources.
In other words, the roles are not so fine-grained as in FrameNet and not so coarse-
grained as in Propbank. VN was considered together with the LIRICS role set
for the ISO standard 24617-4 for Semantic Role Annotation [8–10].

Idea of construction. VN is constructed on Levin’s classification of verbs [11].
Verb classification is based on the idea that syntactic behavior of verbs (syntactic
alternations) is to a large degree determined by its meaning. Similar syntactic
behavior is taken as a method of grouping verbs into classes that are considered
as semantic classes. So, verbs that fall into classes according to shared behavior
would be expected to show shared meaning components. As a result of that,
each verb4 belongs to a specific class in VN. In turn, each class has a role set
that equally characterizes all members (verbs) of the class.

2 Each verb in PropBank has verb-specific numbered roles: Arg0, Arg1, Arg2, etc. with
several more general roles that can be applied to any verb. That makes semantic
role labeling too coarse-grained. Most verbs have two to four numbered roles. And
although the tagging guidelines include a “descriptor” field for each role, such as
“kicker” for Arg0 or “instrument” for Arg2 in the frameset of the verb kick, it does
not have any theoretical standing [5].

3 http://verbs.colorado.edu/verb-index/vn3.3/
4 More accurate to use the term verb sense here because of verb polycemy.
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2.2 FrameNet

FrameNet (FN) is a lexicographic project constructed on a theory of Frame Se-
mantics, developed by Fillmore [12]. We will consider FrameNet releases 1.5 and
1.75. Roles in FN are extremely fine-grained in comparison with VN. Accord-
ing to FN approach, situations and events should be represented through highly
detailed roles.

Idea of construction. FN is based on the idea that a word’s meaning can be
understood only with reference to a structured background [13]. In contrast to
VN, FN is first and foremost semantically driven. The same syntactic behavior
is not needed to group verbs together. FN takes semantic criteria as primary
criteria where roles (called frame elements in FN) are assigned not to a verb
class, but to a frame that describes an event. Frames are empirically derived
from the British National Corpus and each frame is considered as a conceptual
structure that describes event and its participants. As a result of that, a frame
can include not only verbs, but also nouns, multi-word expressions, adjectives,
and adverbs. All of them are grouped together according to the frames. The same
as in VN, each frame has a role set that equally characterizes all members of the
frame. Role set is essential for understanding an event (situation) represented
by a frame.

2.3 VerbNet and FrameNet in Comparison

Table 1 summarizes the differences between VN and FN6.

Table 1. Basic differences of VN and FN.

FrameNet VerbNet

Basis lexical semantics argument syntax
Data Source corpora linguistic literature
Roles fine-grained coarse-grained
Results frames verb classes

3 Basic Statistical Analysis

Basic statistical analysis is considered as a necessary step for advanced analysis.
Prior to analysis of the relations across verbs, classes/frames7 and roles, we

need to extract classes/frames, those of them where at least one verb occurs, all
unique roles, all verbs in classes/frames, etc.

5 https://framenet.icsi.berkeley.edu/fndrupal/
6 We modified the original comparison presented in [14] for our own purposes.
7 The expression classes/frames is used hereinafter to emphasize that verbs are

grouped into classes in VN and into frames in FN.
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Table 2 summarizes the basic statistics related to VN and FN. It is necessary
to provide some comments:

1. Number of classes/frames with and without verbs are different since there
are classes in VN and frames in FN with no verbs. Also there are non-lexical
frames in FN with no lexical units inside.

2. Calculating the number of classes in VN, we consider the main class and its
subclass as 2 different classes even if they have the same role set.

3. Number of roles in FN reflects the number of unique roles that occur only in
frames with verbs. We distinguish here the number of uniques roles from the
number of the roles with duplicates in all frames (total 10542 for FN 1.7).

4. Number of verbs in reality is a number of verb senses that are assigned to
different classes/frames. Because of polysemy the number of verb senses is
larger than the number of unique verbs.

Table 2. Basic statistics of VN and FN.

Number Number Number Number Av. number
Resource of of classes of classes/frames of of verbs per

roles /frames with verbs verbs class/frame

VerbNet 3.2 30 484 454 6338 14
VerbNet 3.3 39 601 574 6791 11.8
FrameNet 1.5 656 1019 605 4683 7.7
FrameNet 1.7 727 1221 699 5210 7.45

4 Advanced Statistical Analysis

We will investigate further only the latest versions of VN (3.3) and FN (1.7).
Advanced statistical analysis includes the following 2 types:

– the distribution of verbs per class;
– the distribution of roles per class.

The distribution of verbs per class is about how many verbs similar in mean-
ing are located in one class. The distribution of roles per class is about how
many verbs similar in meaning are located in different classes.

4.1 Distribution of Verbs per Class in VN and FN

Distribution of verbs can be presented in 2 mutually dependent modes. First
mode consists of 3 steps:

1. calculation of the number of verbs per class;
2. sorting the classes according to the number of verbs;
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Fig. 1. Distribution of verbs per class in VN 3.3.

Fig. 2. Distribution of verbs per class in FN 1.7.
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3. distribution of the verb number per class starting from the top class.

Fig. 1 for VN and Fig. 2 for FN illustrate the final 3rd step. Based on them one
can conclude that:

– verbs are not distributed evenly across the classes/frames. There is a sharp
deviation from the average value: 11.8 verbs per class in VN 3.3 and 7.45
verbs per frame in FN 1.7.

– regardless of the resource type (coarse-grained or fine-grained role set), a
sharp deviation remains surprisingly the same.

Second mode has the same step#1 and step#2 but the 3rd step is different.
It is a distribution of the verb coverage (from 0 to 1) starting from the top class.

Fig. 3 for VN and Fig. 4 for FN illustrate the final 3rd step. Based on them
one can conclude that:

Fig. 3. Verb coverage starting from the top classes in VN 3.3.

– verb coverage is a non-linear function;
– regardless of the resource type (coarse-grained or fine-grained role set), verb

coverage remains surprisingly the same non-linear function. For example,
having 574 classes in VN 3.3, 50% of all verbs are covered by 123 classes,
90% are covered by 319 classes; having 699 frames in FN 1.7, 50% of all
verbs are covered by 95 classes, 90% are covered by 416 classes.

4.2 Distribution of Roles per Class in VN and FN

If the distribution of verbs reflects similarity between verbs in one class/frame,
the distribution of roles shows similarity between verbs located in different
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Fig. 4. Verb coverage starting from the top classes in FN 1.7.

classes/frames. This similarity is unfolded through identical role sets that differ-
ent classes have. We extracted all different classes that have the same role set
and merged them together.

Table 3 shows the difference between total number of classes/frames and the
number of merged classes/frames that have the same role set.

Table 3. Statistics of classes/frames with different role sets.

Number Number
Resource of classes/frames of classes/frames with verbs

with verbs that have different role sets

VerbNet 3.3 574 138
FrameNet 1.7 699 619

Table 4 provides some examples of role sets that different classes/frames
have.

Second type of role distribution is the number of role occurrences in all
classes/frames (see Fig. 5 for VN and Fig. 6 for FN). Based on this distribution,
one can conclude that:

– distribution of roles is a non-linear function. Top 2-3 roles occur in almost
all classes.

– regardless of the resource type (coarse-grained or fine-grained role set), dis-
tribution of roles remains surprisingly the same non-linear function.

– distribution of roles correlates with the distribution of verbs (compare Fig. 5
and Fig. 6 with Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 accordingly).
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Table 4. Examples of the same role sets used in different classes/frames.

Role set Number Number
Resource for representation of classes/ of verbs in

of the class/frame frames all classes

Agent:Destination:Initial Location:Theme 15 532
Location:Theme 14 269

VN 3.3 Agent:Recipient:Topic 11 251
Agent:Instrument:Patient 7 312

Agent:Instrument:Patient:Result 6 506

Entity 17 64
Agent:Theme:Source 3 83

FN 1.7 Experiencer:Stimulus 2 138
Self mover:Source:Path:Goal:Direction 2 137

Cause:Theme:Goal or Agent:Theme:Goal 2 125

Fig. 5. Role distribution in VN 3.3.
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Fig. 6. Role distribution in FN 1.7.

4.3 General Analysis and Evaluation

Both verb and role distributions in VN and FN show sharp deviation from the
average value.

Despite the fact that VN and FN are different in the principles of their con-
struction (Table 1) and are significantly different in the number of roles (Table 2),
we have identical picture in both VN and FN for all types of distributions. This
similarity looks weird since the obvious expectation is the following: the larger
is the number of roles, the more even the role/verb distribution should be and
the less disproportion is expected.

The reason why it happens. Assigning a role representation to all verbs of a
language assumes by default that the set of all verbs is homogeneous and because
of homogeneity it can be described through one unique approach: semantic roles.
We consider the statistical results as an indication that the role paradigm itself
is necessary but not sufficient for proper representation of all verbs.

We argue the set of verbs in a language is not homogeneous. Instead, it is
heterogeneous and requires at least 2 different approaches.

5 Hybrid Role-Scalar Approach

For the sake of getting universal semantic representation we offer a hybrid ap-
proach: role-scale.
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5.1 Hypothesis: Roles Are Not Sufficient for Verb Representation

By definition, any semantic role is a function of a participant represented by
NP, towards an event represented by a verb. Nevertheless, to cover all verbs,
semantic role theory was extended beyond the traditional definition in such a
way to represent, for example, a change of state.

In VN there are roles like Attribute, Value, Extent, Asset etc. that match
abstract participants, attributes, and their changes. For example, in the sentence
Oil soared in price by 10%, “price” is in the role of Attribute and “10%” is in
the role of Extent which, according to the definition, specify the range or degree
of change.

If we are going to represent a change of state through roles, we need to assign
a role to state of a participant, not to a participant itself. Second, a change of
state means a change in the value of state in particular direction. For example,
the event “heat the water” includes values of state “temperature” for water as a
participant. So, to reflect a change of state we need to introduce two new roles:
initial value of state and its final value on the scale of increasing values on a
dimension of temperature. These 2 new roles look like numbers, not roles, on a
scale. It is unclear, what it really means: a role of value.

We argue that the attempts of semantic role theory extension contradict the
nature of a semantic role. Roles are just one of the parts in event representation
that does not cover an event completely. While a role is a suitable means for
action verbs like “hit” or “stab”, a scalar is necessary for representation of the
verbs like “kill” or “heat”. For instance, in semantic role theory the verb kill has
the role set [Agent, Patient] while the meaning of kill contains no information
about what Agent really did towards Patient. Having Agent and Patient, the verb
kill is represented through an unknown action. Meanwhile, what is important for
kill is not an action itself but the resulting change of state: Patient died. And this
part of meaning, being hidden by roles, can be represented via a scalar change
“alive-dead”. Roles gives us a necessary but not a sufficient representation, since
change-of-state verbs do not indicate how it was done but what was done.

The dichotomy between role and scale can be expressed in other way as the
dichotomy between semantic field and semantic scale. A frame is considered as a
semantic field where members of a frame are closely related with each other by
their meanings, while semantic scale includes a set of values that are scattered
along the scale and opposite each other.

5.2 Scale Representation

A scalar change in an entity involves a change in the value of one of its attributes
in a particular direction.

Related Work The idea of using scales for verb representation was elaborated
by many authors.
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Dixon [15, 16] extracted 7 classes of property concepts that are consistently
lexicalized across languages: dimension, age, value, color, physical, speed and
human propensity .

Rappaport Hovav [17, 18] paid attention that change-of-state verbs and so-
called result verbs lexicalize a change in a particular direction in the value of a
scalar attribute, frequently from the domain of property concepts of Dixon.

A similar approach comes from cognitive science framework [19–21] that con-
siders verb representation to be based on a 2-vector structure model: a force vec-
tor representing the cause of a change and a result vector representing a change
in object properties. It is argued that this framework provides a unified account
for the multiplicity of linguistic phenomena related to verbs.

Jackendoff [22–24] stated that result verbs representation can be derived
from the physical space. Accordingly, a change in the value can be represented
the same way as a movement in the physical space. For example, a change of
possession can be represented as a movement in the space of possession.

Fleischhauer [25] discussed in detail the idea of verbal degree gradation and
elaborated the notion of scalar change. Change-of-state verbs are considered as
one of the prototypical examples of scalar verbs. There are two reasons for this:
first, some of the verbs are derived from gradable adjectives, and second, the
verbs express a change along a scale. It was stated that a change-of-state verb
lexicalizes a scale, even if one or more of the scale parameters remain unspecified
in the meaning of the verb.

Scale Representation for VerbNet and FrameNet. We just outline the
approach how the verbs from the three largest frames in FN (and the classes
in VN accordingly) can be additionally represented via scales. More detailed
analysis of the scale representation goes beyond the limits of the article.

The benefit that such approach provides is that the large frames can be
splitted by identifying within-frame semantic distinctions.

The top largest frame in FN is the frame “Self motion”. According to the
definition, it “most prototypically involves individuals moving under their own
power by means of their bodies”8. The frame contains 134 verbs and corresponds
to the run-class (51.3.2) with 96 verbs in VN.

The necessity of scale representation for run-class was directly indicated by
Pustejovsky [26]. To make an explicit representation of change of state he in-
troduced the concept of opposition structure in generative lexicon (GL) as an
enrichment to event structure [27]. After that he applied GL-inspired compo-
nential analysis to the run-class and extracted six distinct semantic dimen-
sions, which provide clear differentiations in meaning within this class. They
are: SPEED: amble, bolt, sprint, streak, tear, chunter, flit, zoom; PATH SHAPE:
cavort, hopscotch, meander, seesaw, slither, swerve, zigzag ; PURPOSE: creep,
pounce; BODILY MANNER: amble, ambulate, backpack, clump, clamber, shuf-

8 https://framenet2.icsi.berkeley.edu/fnReports/data/frameIndex.xml?frame=Self
motion
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fle; ATTITUDE: frolic, lumber, lurch, gallivant ; ORIENTATION: slither, crawl,
walk, backpack.

The second largest frame in FN with 132 verbs is the frame ”Stimulate
emotion”. This frame is about some phenomenon (the Stimulus) that provokes
a particular emotion in an Experiencer9. In other words, the emotion is a direct
reaction towards the stimulus. It corresponds to the second largest amuse-class
(31.1) in VN with 251 verbs.

Fellbaum and Mathieu [28] examined experiencer-subject verbs like surprise,
fear, hate, love etc. where the gradation is richly lexicalized by verbs that denote
different degrees of intensity of the same emotion (e.g., surprise, strike, dumb-
found, flabbergast). The results of analysis show, first, that the chosen verbs
indeed possess scalar qualities; second, they confirm the prior assignment of the
verbs into broad classes based on a common underlying emotion; finally, the
web-data allows to construct consistent scales with verbs ordered according to
the intensity of the emotion.

The third largest frame in FN is the frame “Make noise” (105 verbs) that cor-
responds to the sound emission-class (129 verbs) in VN. The frame is defined as
“a physical entity, construed as a source, that emits a sound”10. Snell-Hornby [29]
suggested the following scales to characterize verbs of sound: VOLUME (whirr
vs. rumble); PITCH (squeak vs. rumble); RESONANCE (rattle vs. thud); DU-
RATION (gurgle vs. beep).

6 Conclusion

Based on statistical analysis of VerbNet and FrameNet as verb resources we
showed empirical evidence of role insufficiency as a unique approach used for
verb representation. It supports the hypothesis that roles as a tool for meaning
representation do not cover the variety of all verbs. As a consequence of that,
another paradigm – scalar approach -- is needed to fill up the gap. The hybrid
role-scalar approach looks promising for verb meaning representation and will
be elaborated in future.
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